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Why Insight for Intelligent Network solutions? 

Insight is your expert 
connection to the 
networking solutions 
that help your business 
run smarter. 

Intelligent Network Solutions

Networking is no longer just the “plumbing” that transports data from one place to another. In today’s 
world, the network needs to be more application-aware, dynamic and adaptive to create more meaningful 
connections with your customers, your users and the world. 

Using a white glove approach, Insight’s Intelligent Network solutions give modern networks the  
simplicity, security, automation and intelligence needed for your business to gain a competitive  
edge — from dynamic provisioning to security and policy management. Here are some of the things  
we bring to the table:

 • 27+ years of industry experience 
 • 23+ years of network transformation expertise 
 • 3,600+ software, hardware and cloud partners 
 • 1,400+ consulting & services professionals 
 • $5.4 billion in revenue in 2015

How Intelligent Network will help your business
With a proven methodology and an innovative blend of leading technologies, our skilled team of 
consultants enable your network to run securely, reliably and intelligently. This helps you focus on your 
business, reduce operating expenses and be more attentive to your customer base. You’ll also be able  
to increase customer engagement and:

 • Enable business agility and rapid application deployment. 
 • Boost performance & scalability with updated WAN architectures. 
 • Simplify & automate operations with software-defined network solutions. 
 • Enhance security with networkwide awareness.  
 • Empower users with a more productive & engaging technology experience.

A solution for every challenge
From assessment, design, upgrade and build services to monitoring, ongoing management and on-site 
support, we ensure your network gains the intelligence it needs — no matter where your business is on  
the road to digital transformation.
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Assessments and 
network strategy

Network infrastructure 
upgrades and migrations 

Security Wireless

Assess the network for cloud 
readiness or significant  
application launch.

Integrate advanced solutions such 
as Cisco ACI™, VMware NSX®,  
SD-WAN, Cisco® APIC-EM and 
Cisco Prime® to automate and 
simplify the network. 

Perform cyber risk management, 
audits and assessments.

Perform wireless radio frequency 
or wireless architecture  
assessments.

Evaluate overall network health 
or pinpoint the source of  
network issues and provide  
recommendations for  
remediation aligned with  
best practices.

Review, plan, design, implement 
and operate enhanced network 
infrastructure in the data center, 
on campus and across thousands 
of locations.

Design and implement  
integrated security solutions, 
including firewall, intrusion  
prevention system, identity 
services, advanced malware 
protection and network security 
monitoring.

Deliver radio frequency or  
wireless architecture designs. 

Develop a 3- to 5-year network 
strategy to achieve desired  
business outcomes.

Leverage Insight integration labs 
to expedite the deployment while 
reducing risk and cost

Conduct managed services  
spanning threat validation, 
remediation and support.

Deploy and manage wireless 
architecture.

Insight’s Intelligent Network services


